Puzzle Hunt Checkpoint: 8
Don't forget sending your Tracking SMS:

PZ teamname RBNI

to +49 176 3967 1729

Help location: Dudweilerstr. (from Scheidt to Dudweiler), small lake, metal pier

Superintendent Marwell is desperate. Edward Longham was murdered last night. Right
in the middle of a family reunion. He had a big family. So big that they are now
occupying four rooms at a police station. Why? Because one of them is the murderer.
Nobody else couldn't get into the house and murder the poor old guy. Yes, he was
very old. So old that he would actually die very soon even without someone's "help".
What is the point in murdering such an old man? None. Unless, of course, you are
one of many heirs and know that the old man was about to change his last will. One
more reason to believe the murderer is a family member. The only problem is that after
one day long interrogation, Marwell does not have a clue. Moreover, he is completely
confused and lost in the complicated relationships within the family. What does he
know? Well...
Before Edward's death, the Longmans were a family with ve generations. Edward
Longham was the oldest member of the family and had three children. Only one of
his family member has also three kids. Edward had two sons and one daughter. The
daughter is the middle child. And from here on, Marwell remembers just names and
a few relations. Christopher is an uncle of Romeo. Aripea is a middle child. Leelend,
Palome and Claire has only one aunt. Henry is not the youngest of Romeo's children.
Anne is a granddaughter of Teodor and she is a nun. Nora is granddaughter of Octavia.
Leelend is a grandfather. Palome has two nieces. Mother of Frank does not have more
than one sibling. Neither of Edward's children has more then two kids. Patrick is
the only child. Father of Claire is not older than his sister. Romeo is not a father of
Patrick. Christopher is younger than his brother Teodor. Bety is a grandgranddaugther
of Edward and has one sibling - younger sister. Frank is a toddler and solely represents
the youngest generation of Longmans. Romeo and Claire had the same grandparent.
Leelend and Claire are not siblings. Octavia is a mother of Romeo. Romeo has no
grandchildren. Palome has neither son or daughter. Patrick does not have any uncles
or aunts. Romeo has no siblings. Palome is younger than Leeland.
Marwell decided to interrogate them generation after generation. Maybe this will reveal
the murderer. Does it really matter here, though?
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